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ABSTRACT: This article compares results from similar egress models that are each
based on different documented evacuation movement data. The models studied are
EXIT89 and Simulex, which are used to calculate evacuation times for a hotel
building. Differences in results from the models are identified. Evacuation times
obtained from the EXIT89 model are found to be 25 to 40% shorter than those from
the Simulex model for the same design scenarios, attributed to differences in
unimpeded speeds, movement algorithms, methods of simulating slow occupants,
density in the stairs, and stair configuration input between the models. A bounding
analysis shows that EXIT89 produces maximum evacuation times 25 to 40% shorter
than those from Simulex.
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INTRODUCTION
increasingly becoming a part of
performance-based analyses to assess the level of life safety provided in
buildings [1]. In some cases, engineers are using back-of-the-envelope (hand)
calculations to assess life safety, and in others, evacuation models are
being used. Hand calculations usually follow the equations given in the
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Emergency Movement Chapter of the Society of Fire Protection Engineers
(SFPE) Handbook [2] to calculate occupant evacuation from any height of a
building. The occupants are assumed to be standing at the doorway to the
stairs on each floor as soon as the evacuation begins. The calculation focuses
mainly on points of constriction throughout the building (commonly the
door to the outside) and calculates the time for the occupants to flow past
that point and to the outside.
To achieve a more realistic evacuation estimate, engineers have been using
evacuation computer models to assess life safety during a building fire.
Currently, there are a number of evacuation models to choose from,
each with unique characteristics and specialties. A concern with current
evacuation models is whether they can accurately simulate the unique
scenarios that accompany a certain type of building. How would a user
know which model to choose for a design?
To aid the difficult task of choosing an appropriate model, a
comprehensive review of 28 past and current egress models has been
completed as part of graduate work at the University of Maryland, College
Park [3]. This review, which was influenced by the work done by Gwynne
and Galea [4] and by Olenick and Carpenter [5], provides information
on model purpose, availability, modeling method, model structure and
perspective, methods for simulating movement and behavior, output, use of
fire data, use of visualization and CAD drawings, etc. The review organizes
the evacuation programs into three basic categories that aim to describe the
models’ level of sophistication in simulating behavior of the occupants.
These categories are movement models (no behavioral capabilities), partial
behavioral models (implicit behavior is simulated [4]), and behavioral
models (occupant decision-making and behavior is simulated).
The results and simulation capabilities can be very different among the
three categories of models (movement, partial behavioral, and behavioral).
Even within the same category, however, differences in evacuation results
can vary significantly due to the difference in data used by the model – for
instance, data to simulate people movement. Since it is common for engineers
to use only one evacuation model for a performance-based design of a
structure, a question arises concerning the degree of difference in results from
two similar evacuation models for the same building and design scenario.
This study attempts to use two evacuation models, EXIT891 and Simulex1
(both partial behavioral models) to simulate the same evacuation design

1
Certain commercial entities, equipment, or materials may be identified in this document in order to describe
an experimental procedure or concept adequately. Such identification is not intended to imply
recommendation or endorsement by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, nor is it intended
to imply that the entities, materials, or equipment are necessarily the best available for the purpose.
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scenario for a hotel building. The evacuation results (evacuation time
and population split to each exit) will be described for each model and
differences between the models will be presented. Lastly, reasons for
differences between the models’ results will be explained. This work is not
meant to be a validation exercise of the models used for this study, but
a comparative exercise showing results from these models for the same
building.
In addition to the simulation of the evacuation design scenario, the
occupant characteristics of the hotel population will be varied using each
model, in an attempt to simulate one aspect of a performance-based design
of the building. The evacuation results will be described for each model and
differences between the models will be presented.
Hotel Building
The building selected as a basis for analysis is a 21-story high-rise hotel.
The building floor plan is based on a 28-story hotel building located on the
west coast of the United States. The hypothetical 21-story hotel building
contains 473 guest rooms and one 74-m2 conference room on the first floor.
The gross area of each floor level ranges from 1168 to 1204 m2. For the
purposes of this study (comparing results from models), the occupants
evacuate their respective guest rooms and once they reach the stair door of
the ground floor, they are considered to be ‘safe.’ A floor plan of the first
floor is shown in Figure 1 and a plan of the ground floor is shown in
Figure 2.
All guest rooms are occupied by either 2 or 4 guests (depending upon the
size of the room) and the conference room on the first floor is assumed to
be empty. Considering all 21 floors, a total of 1044 occupants are present
Elevators
Conference
room

Guest rooms

Stair 2,
right stairs

18.6 m

Stair 1,
left stairs

63.4 m
Figure 1. Floor 1 (located above the ground floor/area of safety). (The color version of this
figure is available on-line.)
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Exit 1
Exit 2

Figure 2. Ground floor/area of safety. (The color version of this figure is available on-line.)

in the building at the time of the evacuation. Both exits, consisting of two
stairways (width ¼ 1.13 m) located on the right and left sides of the building,
are available to occupants in each simulation.
Design Scenario
The design scenario was selected using the frequency of fire causes and
frequency of fire origin for fires involving casualties, injuries, and property
damage tabulated in the NFPA US Fire Problem Overview of hotel and
motel fire statistics [6]. The evacuation design scenario chosen was one that
presents a high risk to occupants residing in a hotel. A hotel fire most
frequently begins in the bedroom and results in frequent deaths and injuries
to civilian guests. From the fire cause data, possible causes of a fire in a
guest bedroom could be incendiary or smoking materials. Other conditions
to consider in the scenario are the floor of origin, time of day, and the
season/weather. The floor chosen as the floor of origin is the fifth floor.
By choosing the fifth floor, smoke migration presents a risk to occupants
throughout the building, especially those who have the farthest distance to
travel to evacuate the building. Also, to present the greatest amount of risk
to the occupants (or the worst case scenario), a time of 3 a.m. and the season
of winter are chosen for the scenario. A nighttime scenario assumes that the
occupants of the hotel are sleeping and may take additional time to wake up
and prepare to leave the guest room. By choosing a winter scenario, the
occupants may take additional time to dress appropriately for the time spent
outside the hotel.
Multiple sources [7–11] from hotel and apartment building fires were used
to estimate a delay time (the time taken by the occupant before evacuation
movement toward a goal begins) for the guest bedroom fire scenario of
0.5–10 min, with an estimated mean of 5 min.
The main evacuation design simulation is labeled as ‘hotel’ simulation.
Two additional design simulations are run for comparative purposes,
which include disabled occupants in the evacuation. These simulations are
included to provide more than one set of simulation results, and since both
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models have the capability of simulating slower moving occupants,
the inclusion of disabled occupants was used in the additional simulations.
The additional simulations are labeled as ‘hotel – 3% disabled’ for the
simulation which includes 3% disabled occupants to the hotel population
and ‘all disabled’ for the simulation which includes 100% disabled
occupants.
EVACUATION MODELS
The models used in this analysis, EXIT89 [12] and Simulex [13], are both
partial behavioral models, as categorized by the review cited [3]. Partial
behavioral models primarily calculate occupant movement, but simulate
behavior implicitly [4] by considering pre-evacuation time distributions
among the occupants, unique occupant characteristics, overtaking behavior,
and the introduction of smoke or smoke effects to the occupant. The
occupant characteristics can be simulated by assigning simulated individuals
or groups of individuals a certain body size, unimpeded speed, and preevacuation time delay.
Occupants’ movements throughout the model are based on data from
research on observed human behavior. However, there are no standard data
specified for use in evacuation models. It is up to the discretion of the model
developer to implement human data on behavior and movement from past
research, the developer’s own research, or a mixture of the two. As is stated
in the following sections, EXIT89 and Simulex use occupant movement
data (density vs. speed) from two different sources.2 It is of interest to
understand how the models use this type of occupant movement data and
how the movement data influences differences in results between EXIT89
and Simulex.
EXIT89
EXIT89 is a model capable of simulating large populations occupying
high-rise structures. The model contains a variety of input features, such as:
. Shortest travel route or user-defined route for occupants
. The use of CFAST [14] smoke data, user-defined blockages, or none
. The choice of a body size for occupants which applies to the entire
population of the building – large (0.1458 m2), medium (0.113 m2), or
small (0.0906 m2)

2

Simulex uses an interperson distance instead of density as described later.
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. The choice of speed for the entire population of the building – emergency
(horizontal unimpeded speed ¼ 1.36 m/s) or normal (horizontal
unimpeded speed ¼ 0.91 m/s)
. A random delay time (uniform distribution in tested version)
. The modeling of disabled occupants, including the percentage of decrease
in travel speed for these occupants compared with the rest of the
population

EXIT89 uses a series of nodes and arcs to represent any type of structure.
In this type of model, known as a network model, the floor plan is entered as
a series of nodes (rooms, corridors, stair sections, etc.) and arcs (distance
between nodes). The occupants move from the center of each node, through
the opening between nodes, to the center of the next node. The node/arc
network can provide a realistic configuration for compartmented buildings,
such as hotels, where the floor plan is already segmented into rooms,
hallways, and stairs. However, for more open floor plans, the user
determines how to segment and link the building space, and then needs to
check to make sure that occupants are traveling in realistic patterns to
the exits. If the segments are too large, occupant movement patterns may be
unrealistic, and if the segments are too small, the user faces a larger and
more time-consuming input file.
EXIT89 was used to model the evacuation design scenario that was
described earlier. Table 1 outlines the inputs chosen to model the evacuation
design, categorized using the four factors of egress outlined by Gwynne and
Galea [4]. In summary, the shortest route was chosen for the occupants, and
the entire population of 1044 occupants was given the medium body size
Table 1. Inputs for the evacuation design scenario using EXIT89.
Input type
Building
configuration
Evacuation route

User choices/input
Node and arc
positions

Area of each node
(usable space)

Shortest route chosen for all occupants

Environment

No smoke blockages

Behavior – body size

All 0.113 m2 (medium)

Behavior – speed
Randomly
distributed
response time
Occupants with
disabilities
Stair travel

Distance from
node to node (arc)

Emergency speed ¼ 1.36 m/s unimpeded horizontal
Minimum delay
time ¼ 0.5 min

Maximum delay
time ¼ 10 min
None
Down

100% of population
to delay
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and the emergency speed movement (related to the density of the space). The
emergency speed option was chosen to simulate what a user might choose
when modeling this type of scenario. However, it should be stated that
occupants do not always move in an emergency mode when evacuating
a building. Also, delay times ranging from 30 s to 10 min were randomly
distributed to 100% of the population.
In addition to this evacuation design scenario, two additional scenarios
were simulated that included disabled occupants. One simulation (hotel –
3% disabled) included 97% medium body, emergency speed with 3%
disabled occupants (medium body, moving at an average of 45% of the
calculated able-bodied speed). The other simulation (all disabled) included
100% medium body, moving at 45% of able-bodied speed. The value of
45% was obtained by comparing velocities of disabled occupants provided
by Boyce et al. [15] with the unimpeded speeds provided in the model for
emergency movement on horizontal and vertical building components.
This comparison aided in the assignment of 45% of the able-bodied walking
speed to disabled occupants in the EXIT89 scenarios. The results for these
simulations (with and without the delay time) are provided in Table 2.
To compare the results between EXIT89 and Simulex and explain why
such differences occur between models, it is important to understand the
inner workings of both models. Therefore, the results from these partial
behavioral models will be compared by identifying the initial conditions of
the population as well as the output from the evacuation design simulations.
In the case of EXIT89, the areas of interest are:
.
.
.
.
.

Unimpeded speeds of the occupants on horizontal components and stairs
The body sizes of the population
The movement algorithm that decreases speed due to density
The number of occupants in a stairwell section throughout the simulation
The method used by the model to simulate slower moving occupants

In EXIT89, the areas of interest were obtained by reviewing the input
parameters or by studying the output text files. For the unimpeded speeds

Table 2. Results (evacuation times) from the evacuation design
scenarios using EXIT89.
Evacuation times (s)

Hotel simulation
Hotel – 3% disabled
All disabled

No delay

Delay – 0.5–10 min

445
633
990

809
969
1226
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for the ‘hotel’ population, EXIT89 uses the data provided by Predtechenskii
and Milinskii, in which occupants have an unimpeded speed of 1.36 m/s on
horizontal components and 0.99 m/s on stairs. Since the entire population
was assigned the medium body size, each individual measured 0.113 m2.
The movement algorithm of the occupants in EXIT89 is based on
formulas from Predtechenskii and Milinskii [16] to determine walking
speeds as a function of the density of the occupants in each space. Density
is first obtained by multiplying the number of people in the space by the
horizontal projection of the person (related to the body size) and dividing
that value by the area of the space or movement stream, resulting in a
density in units of m2/m2. EXIT89 uses tables of velocities (based on
occupant density) for normal and emergency movement along horizontal
paths, openings, and stairways. Predtechenskii and Milinskii obtained these
data from observations of people in different circumstances and perception
of risk, which is the reason for the choice of emergency or normal speed
data. More information on the data used by EXIT89 can be found in [3,12].
To determine the number of occupants occupying a stair section, the
output text file from the ‘hotel’ simulation was analyzed. The stair section,
the stair area in between floors 2 and 3 (measuring 9.93 m2 of horizontal
space), was monitored for the number of occupants at different times
throughout the simulation. Analysis shows that EXIT89 predicts a
maximum of 45 occupants (in different states of transition from this stair
node to the next stair node) in the stair section at a specific point in time.
Finally, because EXIT89 gives the option to simulate slower moving
occupants, it was of interest to examine whether or not these slower moving
occupants impacted other occupants’ movement throughout the building.
For instance, if an occupant is slow moving down a flight of stairs, will
others be affected? Analysis from the ‘hotel – 3% disabled’ output file
shows that EXIT89 does not simulate the slower moving occupants
interfering with the able occupants in the simulations. Instead, those
slower moving occupants just take longer than the rest to leave the building,
without interfering with other occupants’ evacuation.
In addition to simulating the evacuation design scenarios, EXIT89 was
used to simulate a variety of occupant characteristics in an attempt to
bound the evacuation times for the hotel building. It is recognized that a
performance-based design often varies other factors, such as population
number, location, and egress route; however, in this study, only occupant
characteristics were varied. Since EXIT89 has three body sizes to choose
from and two occupant speed versus density correlations (normal and
emergency), the occupant characteristics were varied by pairing each body
size with each speed. This created six different simulations (i.e., small
normal, small emergency, large normal, etc.). When these simulations were
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Table 3. Results (evacuation times) from the bounding analysis
using EXIT89.
EXIT89
Body/speed
Medium/emergency; (hotel)
Medium/emergency; (hotel – 3% disabled)
Small/emergency
Large/normal
Small/normal
Medium/normal
Large/normal
Overall

Evacuation time (s)
No delay

5 min  5 min delay

445
633
384
679
442
563
560
Range: 384–679

809
969
809
862
857
857
809
Range: 809–969

run, keeping all other inputs the same, the evacuation results ranged from
384 to 679 s for no delay and 809 to 969 s for a range of 0.5–10-min delay.
These results are shown in Table 3.
Simulex
Simulex, version 4.0, is an evacuation model that has the ability to analyze
the egress of a large number of people from a large, geometrically complex
building. Simulex generates a two-dimensional building network from CAD
drawings of each floor level. Unlike EXIT89, Simulex does not require node/
arc configuration. Instead, Simulex uses a fine grid network, which divides
the floor plan into 0.2  0.2 m2 spatial blocks that are used to identify movement paths of the occupants. The input required for this model includes:
. Floor plans in the form of CAD drawings
. Connections of floor levels by stairways or ramps (involving user input
on stair width and length)
. Distance maps that can be created to block certain exits or paths from
groups of occupants
. Occupant movement characteristics for each individual or a group of
individuals with a corresponding body size, initial horizontal speed,
and percentage decrease of speed on stairs (the user can use default values
provided by Simulex or create his own)
. Occupant delay times to be assigned from a random, triangular, or
normal distribution

Simulex allows the user to create a population of many different occupant
types (e.g., males, females, children, etc.). For instance, a population for a
shopping mall may consist of a certain percentage of women, children, men,
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and older adults. Each occupant type is associated with a specific body size
(radius of torso circle and radius of shoulder circles, in meters) and initial
horizontal walking speed (m/s). This Simulex capability allows the user to
choose a range of occupant sizes for specific occupants in the population as
well as an associated range of walking speeds that are distributed among the
population.
Although this model allows more sophisticated occupant movement
throughout a structure, there are certain limitations to its use. During
a simulation, occupants can get ‘stuck’ at a transition point (or link) in
between floor plans. If this occurs, the simulation has to be re-run after a
slight adjustment of link position. Another limitation involves the use of the
global shortest distance map for complex buildings and the fact that Simulex
has only an implicit method of guiding occupants to the closest ‘local exit’
(stair door, for instance) on the floor of a multilevel building. It is up to the
user to render certain links unavailable to specific groups of occupants to
avoid unrealistic behavior, such as occupants leaving their initial stairs at a
lower floor in the building and taking another stairs because it involves an
overall shorter distance to safety.
As was the case with EXIT89, Simulex was used to simulate the
evacuation design scenario. Table 4 provides the inputs used in the model to
simulate the scenario, categorized using the four factors of egress outlined
by Gwynne and Galea [4]. Similar to EXIT89, the shortest route was chosen
for all of the occupants and no exits were blocked from the population
(a way to simulate smoke movement). Since Simulex has the capability of
simulating a variety of occupant types, the occupant distribution for a hotel
building was researched and calculated using D.K. Shifflet’s DIRECTIONS
Travel Information System [17] and the American Hotel and Lodging
Association [18]. The distribution as well as the response delay are shown in
Table 4.
Similar to EXIT89, two additional scenarios were simulated using
Simulex that included disabled occupants. One simulation (hotel – 3%
disabled) included 97% of the hotel occupant distribution (size and speed)
shown in Table 4, with 3% disabled occupants (median body moving at
(0.8  0.37) m/s unimpeded). The other simulation (all disabled) included
100% median body, moving at (0.8  0.37) m/s unimpeded. The results for
these simulations (with and without the delay time) are provided in Table 5.
The areas of interest to research with the Simulex model are the same
as with EXIT89, with one addition to the list. The addition involves the
method of inputting the stair configuration into the Simulex model. The
results given in Table 5 were simulated using the ‘separated stair input
method.’ In this method, separate stairs are created to connect each floor to
the next and the occupants travel 180 around the landing at each floor plan

Input type

User choices/input

Building configuration
Environment
Behavior – body
size (m2)
Behavior –
unimpeded
speeds (m/s)
Response delay

Stair distance ¼ 7.2 m

Import CAD files

Evacuation route

Stair width ¼ 1.13 m

Shortest route
49% males ¼ 0.131 m2

No exits blocked from certain occupants
35% female ¼ 0.101 m2
11% older adults ¼ 0.113 m2

5% children ¼ 0.072 m2

Males ¼ (1.35  0.2) m/s

Females ¼ (1.15  0.2) m/s

Children ¼ (0.8  0.3) m/s

Mean delay time (s) ¼ 300 s

Older adults ¼ (0.9  0.3) m/s

(þ or ) 300 s of time for delay

Random distribution

Performance-based Egress Analysis of a Hotel Building

Table 4. Inputs for evacuation design scenario using Simulex.
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Table 5. Results (evacuation times) from the evacuation design
scenarios using Simulex.
Evacuation times (s)

Hotel simulation
Hotel – 3% disabled
All disabled

From floor 3 to 2

From floor 4 to 3

No delay

0.5–10 min delay

735
1029
1319

1168
1378
1592

Left stairs
on floor 3

Landing on floor

From floor 3 to 2

Stair sections
From floor 4 to 3

Figure 3. Separate stair configuration in Simulex.

connecting the two stairs, as shown in Figure 3. However, after discussion
with the developer on how Simulex is commonly used, a new Simulex file is
created in which a single continuous staircase is simulated into which all
floors enter (without changing direction at each landing), shown in Figure 4.
In the continuous stair input method, all the occupants of the building
empty into the same continuous stair shaft, instead of traveling 180 around
each landing.
The results of this change are shown in Table 6. Although the changes
presented in this table seem small, the continuous stair configuration
makes more of a difference for the simulations without larger-sized bodies
or without slower moving occupants.
For the design scenarios using Simulex, individual speeds of the ‘hotel’
population range from 0.5 to 1.55 m/s on horizontal components and 0.3 to
0.93 m/s on stairs, depending upon the occupant type. The body sizes range
from 0.072 to 0.131 m2, with an average size of 0.115 m2.
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Figure 4. Continuous stairs showing queues in stairs.

Table 6. Results from the evacuation design scenarios using Simulex
comparing stair configuration.
Evacuation times
No delay
Simulation
Hotel
Hotel with disabled
All disabled

0.5–10 min delay

Separated
stairs

Continuous
stairs

Separated
stairs

Continuous
stairs

735
1029
1319

698
1079
1230

1168
1378
1592

1091
1264
1647

The movement of the occupants in Simulex involves the relationship
between speed of the occupant and their proximity to other occupants,
walls, and obstacles. Simulex uses a correlation of walking speed versus
interperson distance, which is defined as the distance between centers of
the bodies of two individuals. According to the developer, the movement
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algorithms in Simulex are based on a combination of the results of many
video-based analyses of individual movement and results from various
academic researchers [16,19,20].
The Simulex output was also analyzed to determine the number of
occupants in a stair section and how the model simulates slow-moving
occupants. The visual display of the ‘hotel’ simulation was used to find the
number of occupants in a stair section at different points throughout the
simulation, similar to EXIT89. Analysis shows that Simulex predicts from
0 to 29 occupants in the stair section at a specific point in time. Simulex
allows the slower moving occupant to act as an ‘obstacle’ in the stair that
either causes a queue or a slight delay for other occupants, as shown in
Figure 4 (two-dimensional overhead display of occupants in the stairs).
Simulex was also used to simulate variations in occupant characteristics
for the performance-based design. Simulex allows the user to create any
occupant type with an associated body size and unimpeded horizontal
speed. For the performance-based design, occupants were varied in the
following ways:
. Speed variation – all median body sizes with varying initial speeds from
1.0 to 1.2 m/s; including a body size simulating winter jacket at 1.2 m/s
. Occupant type variation – the entire population consisting of a Simulex
default occupant type including ‘all older adult’ (slowest) and ‘all males’
(fastest)
. Hotel use variation – population distribution of occupant types reflecting
a business hotel, a leisure hotel, and a hotel used for summer camps

When these simulations were run, keeping all other inputs the same, the
evacuation results ranged from 447 to 1079 s for no delay and 899 to 1269 s
for a range of 0.5–10-min delay (all using the continuous stair configuration). These results are presented in Table 7. The table also outlines the
differences between using the separate stairs and the continuous stairs
methods. For some of the simulations involving a population with smaller,
similar body sizes and/or faster moving occupants, up to 200 s exist between
simulations using both the stair methods.
COMPARISON OF RESULTS FROM MODELS
Evacuation Design Scenarios
When comparing outputs from the evacuation design scenarios
(evacuation time), differences were found between the models. Figure 5
shows the results from the evacuation design scenarios and indicates that
EXIT89 evacuation times are 40% (e.g., (735 s  445 s)/735 s) shorter in the
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Table 7. Results from the bounding analysis using Simulex.
Evacuation times (s)
No delay

5 min  5 min delay

Simulex simulation

Separate stairs

Continuous stairs

Continuous stairs

All hotel population
Hotel population
þ 3% disabled
All 1.0 m/s
All 1.2 m/s
1.2 m/s þ jackets
All older adults
All male
All median
All female
Business stay
Leisure stay
95% children,
5% adult (camp)
Overall

735
1029

698
1079

1091
1264

745
602
803
1073
590
591
620
603
699
738

591
489
595
856
552
447
460
510
707
596

963
903
907
1269
923
899
968
962
1169
1151

Range: 590–1073

Range: 447–1079

Range: 899–1269

Evacuation times for delay time simulations

Evacuation times for no delay time simulations
1800

1200

1600

1000

1400
Evacuation time (s)

Evacuation time (s)

1400

800
600
400
200

1200
1000
800
600
400
200

0
Hotel

Hotel with dis
Simulation type

All disabled

Separate stair Simulex
Continuous stair Simulex
EXIT89

0
Hotel

Hotel with dis
Simulation type

All disabled

Separate stair Simulex
Continuous stair Simulex
EXIT89

Figure 5. Comparison of evacuation results (times) from EXIT89 and Simulex.

two hotel scenarios and 25% shorter in the ‘all disabled’ scenario for the
simulations with no delay time when compared with Simulex evacuation
times. For the simulations including a delay time with a 5-min mean
( 5 min), EXIT89 provides an evacuation time that is 30% shorter than
Simulex for the two hotel simulations and 25% shorter for the ‘all
disabled’ simulation.
Overall, Simulex provides a 25–40% higher evacuation time when
compared to EXIT89 for these three evacuation scenarios. However, for
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both models in each design scenario, the same number of occupants
is recorded using the left and right stairs. This shows that even though the
same number of occupants is using the available exits, Simulex still produces
longer evacuation times than EXIT89.
The main reason for the differences between results from the models is
the difference in movement algorithms used by EXIT89 and Simulex.
The movement algorithms for each model incorporate body sizes and
slowing due to distance from others/density of the space. From the
analysis of the ‘hotel’ simulation, similar overall body sizes were chosen
for each model. However, EXIT89 simulates occupant movement at a
higher unimpeded speed on horizontal components and stairs as
compared to Simulex. For analysis purposes, both models’ movement
algorithms are equated to interperson distance versus velocity using an
equation relating density to interperson distance [21]. When velocity
versus interperson distance is graphed for each model for the ‘hotel’
simulation, the movement in the stairs is much faster using the EXIT89
model (Figure 6). Occupants’ stair velocity using EXIT89 is, at times,
larger than the maximum speed of the fastest group of occupants using
the Simulex model.
In addition to faster movement on the stairs, EXIT89’s faster evacuation
times can be attributed to the number of occupants in the stairs at one time
and its method for simulating slow occupants. EXIT89 predicts a larger
number of occupants in the stair section at one time during the simulation
than Simulex. Simulex predicts the slower moving occupants will cause
slight queues or blockages in the stairs, while EXIT89 does not model
occupant interference. These three reasons, including the movement
algorithm, may explain why EXIT89 produces shorter evacuation times
than Simulex.
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Velocity on stairs (m/s) Simulex average 'hotel' simulation
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Figure 6. Comparison of velocity vs interperson distance on stairs using EXIT89 and Simulex
for ‘hotel’ simulation.
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It is clear that Simulex offers more input choices for occupant
characteristics than EXIT89. When comparing the results for the basic
performance-based design of the hotel building, Simulex (continuous stair
simulations) still contains evacuation times larger than EXIT89’s times
for each minimum and maximum value, as shown in Figure 7. This is
especially apparent with Simulex’s maximum value simulations with and
without delay times. The larger evacuation times produced by Simulex
are mainly due to the introduction of the slower populations, a known
capability of the model. EXIT89 produces maximum results in the bounding
simulations that are 40% shorter than that of Simulex for no delay. In the
case of simulated delay times, EXIT89 produces maximum results that are
25% shorter than Simulex. In both cases of delay and no delay, EXIT89
produces a faster minimum result, but only by 10%.
Even though Figure 7 shows the evacuation time for the minimum, no
delay simulations, one should be cautious when relying on this data point
for a hazard calculation. The minimum, no delay value is displayed in
Figure 7 for comparison purposes, however it has been established in
previous research that an appropriate delay time before evacuation should
be assigned to each building.
CONCLUSIONS
Differences were found in the comparison of evacuation results from
EXIT89 and Simulex for both the evacuation design scenarios and the
Differences in bounding results from both delay and no delay
simulations
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Figure 7. Comparison of evacuation results (times) using EXIT89 and Simulex for the
performance-based design simulations.
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performance-based design analysis. The models in this comparison
produced different results due to the difference in capabilities between the
models. Simulex has the capability to simulate a variety of occupant types
and more realistically incorporate the interaction of different body types
and speeds throughout the stairwell. EXIT89, on the other hand, does not
have the capability of simulating occupant interaction, and therefore slower
occupants do not affect the evacuation times of other occupants in the
building.
Another difference found between the models was the data used to move
occupants throughout the stairwell in the hotel. In this study, Simulex
produced slower movement on the staircase than EXIT89, even compared
with the fastest occupant group (males) for the ‘hotel’ simulation.
This is most likely due to the data used by each model to simulate
movement throughout the building. The problem with this difference is that
there is no correct answer as to which set of data, those used by EXIT89 or
Simulex, is the more accurate set to account for occupant movement in an
emergency.
It is recommended that the user fully understand the inner workings of the
model to assess whether or not the movement algorithm and methods are
realistic. For the hotel scenario, Simulex produced results that were more
representative of the occupant movement throughout a building. However,
it should be stated that limitations of the Simulex model inhibited progress
at times, specifically due to the fact that occupants would remain at a link
indefinitely, necessitating a restart of the simulation. No such problems
were found with EXIT89, which produced results of each simulation in
seconds.
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